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The Chemical Institute of Canada's (CIC)
Career Services.
- The CIC is the association for all chemical
professionals in Canada.

OTHER BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP IN
THE ACD (CSC)
In addition to the activities of the particular
Student Chapter, membership will confer
the following benefits for students:

-The CIC provides a unique online job networking
resource CareerSite for all chemical professionals
and students
http://www.cheminst.ca/career/
Increase your career opportunities by taking
advantage of the CIC Career Services. Access
Canada’s sole chemical related job site.
Opportunities abound! Receive multiple benefits
with membership to The Chemical Institute of
Canada.

• Receipt of Canadian Chemical News/
L’Actualité Chimique Canadienne for
members in 2nd and higher years (by
bulk mail);
• Eligibility to apply for group insurance
on car and home insurance through
Monnex Inc.;
• Use of the CIC Employment Service for
students in the final year of their
program who are seeking permanent
employment after graduation;
• Substantially reduced registration fees
for the annual CSC Conference;
• Full membership in the CSC in the first
year after graduation for one-half of the
full membership fee.
• Eligibility for a range of scholarships and
awards, a comprehensive list of which is
given in this newsletter.

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY WEBSITES
The Chemical Institute of Canada:
http://ANchem.ca/
http://www.cheminst.ca/
American Chemical Society
Division of Analytical Chemistry:
http://www.analyticalsciences.org/
Conference of Small Molecule Science (CoSMoS):
http://www.cosmoscience.org/
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Three ways to stay informed!
1. Visit our ACD website
ANchem.ca

2. Follow ACD on Twitter
@analytical_chem

3. Subscribe to ACD eMail list
http://anchemca.wordpress.com
(hit “Follow” at bottom right corner)
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Upcoming Conferences
ICASS 2015

The 60th edition will be held in Halifax at the St. Mary’s University from May 19-22nd, 2015. Please visit the
website or contact the conference organizer: marc.lamoureux@smu.ca.
http://www.csass.org/docs/ICASS2015.pdf

CSC 2015 – Ottawa

The 98th annual Conference of the Canadian Society for Chemistry will be held this year in Ottawa. The
conference takes place June 13-17th, 2015. Watch for further details about the conference at the website:
http://www.csc2015.ca/
Note: Analytical Chemistry Division Annual CSC Dinner Well attended and a tradition
for the last couple of decades, the annual dinner for the ACD is held on a suitable night
during the CSC Conference at a local restaurant. All students are welcome and typically
receive discounted meals. After dinner activities are always a highlight! Keep your ears open
for announcements concerning the date and location.

Undergraduate Student Conferences – 2014 - 2015
Southern Ontario Undergraduate Student Chemistry Conference (SOUSCC)
The 2015 Southern Ontario Undergraduate Student Chemistry Conference (SOUSCC) will be held in March
2015. Date and details yet to be determined.
Information: jcampbell@uwaterloo.ca

Western Canadian Undergraduate Chemistry Conference (WCUCC)

University of British Columbia, Okanagan campus, Kelowna BC, May 7-10th, 2015.
Information: http://wcucc2015.com/

ChemCon (CIC-APICS Atlantic Student Chemistry Conference)
University of New Brunswick, Fredericton NB, May, 2015. Dates to be announced.
Information: https://scienceatlantic.ca/scienceawp/committees/chemistry/

Colloque de chimie de l’Université de Sherbrooke

Held on October 17th, 2014. Visit website for 2015 event date.
Information: http://colloque-chimie.evenement.usherbrooke.ca/

Be sure to watch for more information on these conferences in the coming months.
Analytical Chemistry Presentation Awards at Undergraduate Student
Conferences
Each of the four regional undergraduate conferences are eligible to receive financial support for
awards in oral or poster presentations on a topic related to analytical chemistry. A request from
the conference organizers should be made to the ACD Chair (chair@ANchem.ca). Judging is the
responsibility of designated faculty members in attendance at the meeting. Organizers should
later notify the ACD Chair of the award winners.
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2014 ANALYTICAL STUDENT AWARD WINNERS
2014 Graduate Student Award in Honor of Douglas E. Ryan
Mirzo Kanoatov (Centre of picture), York University (supervisor: Sergey Krylov)
The title of Mirzo’s award presentation was “Extracting kinetics from affinity capillary
electrophoresis (ACE) data: A new blade for the old tool”, and it was presented at the 2014 CSC
meeting in Vancouver.

2014 Graduate and Undergraduate Poster Awards
The 2014 winners of the ACD Graduate Poster Presentation Awards are:
1st: Vi T. Dang, McMaster University (supervisor: Philip Britz-McKibbin)
2nd: Roxana G. Jayo, UBC (supervisor: David Chen)
Honorable Mention: Jonathan Gallant, University of Calgary (supervisor: Kevin Thurbide)
The 2014 winners of the ACD Undergraduate Poster Presentation Awards are:
1st: Nathan R. Paisley, University of Alberta (supervisor: Charles Lucy)
2nd: Woohyun Jennifer Moon, UBC (supervisor: Russ Algar)
Honorable Mention: Hyungki Kim, UBC (supervisor: Russ Algar)
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ABOUT THE STUDENT AWARDS
ACD Undergraduate
Student Travel Award
The intent of the award is to honor outstanding
senior undergraduate students in analytical
chemistry, to encourage them into postgraduate
studies and to expose them to a stimulating
scientific environment at the annual Canadian
Chemical Conference.
The Undergraduate Student Travel awards are
open to all undergraduate students pursuing
studies in the area of Analytical Chemistry and in
attendance at a Canadian University. The winner
is expected to give a poster or oral presentation of
his/her work at the 2015 CSC conference (Ottawa,
ON).
One award will be given this year, in the form of a
travel/conference expense reimbursement up to
$500. The application package should contain:
• a copy of the student’s transcript, and
• one supporting letter
Supervisors should email their nomination to Dr.
Alan Doucette (alan.doucette@dal.ca) prior to
January 23rd, 2015.
Each supervisor may
nominate one candidate per competition.

ACD Graduate and Undergraduate
Student Poster Awards at the
2015 CSC Conference
Graduate students who will be making poster
presentations in the Analytical Chemistry poster
session are eligible for this award. Only one
submission per student is permitted.
An ad hoc judging committee will be established.
Committee members will question each candidate
and assess the quality of the poster. Two cash
awards will be given.

Douglas Ryan Award
Walter Harris Award
(Graduate Student award)
These prestigious awards, named in honour of two
senior and well-known analytical chemists in
Canada (Dr. Douglas Ryan of Dalhousie
University and Dr. Walter Harris from the
University of Alberta) are presented in alternate
years to an outstanding senior graduate student in
analytical chemistry in Canada.
Nominations are solicited from Canadian
Universities each fall, by contacting both
Chemistry Department Heads and all Professors
who are active in research in analytical chemistry.
The selection of the recipient is made on the basis
of outstanding research contributions and the
excellence of the academic record.
The recipient of the award, who receives a cash
award and framed certificate, is expected to make
a presentation at the next annual CSC meeting.
The awardee and supervisor are invited to attend
the ACD Award Reception, normally held after the
Annual General Meeting of the ACD at the annual
CSC conference.
The nomination should contain the following:
1. Two letters of recommendation, one of which
must be from the nominee’s research supervisor
and include the reasons why the nominee is
deserving of the Award.
2. A brief statement about the thesis research
project (to be submitted by the candidate).
3. A list of research contributions (to be submitted
by the candidate).
4. Transcripts of the student’s undergraduate and
graduate academic records.
Nomination materials should be emailed to Dr.
Christina Bottaro (cbottaro@mun.ca) prior to
January 23rd, 2015.

Students that wish to be considered for this award
should select the poster competition option when
submitting their abstracts to the conference.
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PHOTO GALLERY

Graduate Student Poster Awards at CSC 2014
Vi Dang (Right) with supervisor, Dr. Philip
Britz-McKibbin

Roxana G. Jayo; supervisor Dr. David
Chen

Jonathan Gallant (Right) with supervisor
Dr. Kevin Thurbide

Undergraduate student poster awardees
with supervisors (Left to right: Dr. Russ
Algar, Woohyun Jennifer Moon, Nathan
Paisley, Hyungki Kim, Dr. Charles Lucy)
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PHOTO GALLERY
2014 Analytical General Meeting and Dinner

At the 2014 CSC Meeting in
Vancouver, the Annual General
Meeting of the Analytical Division
went to the revolving restaurant in
downtown Vancouver! A large
number of participants enjoyed food,
drink, conversation and the stunning
views of Vancouver. Special thanks
to Dr. Paul Li for organizing the
event and to the Chemistry
Department of the University of
Alberta for financial support!

Make sure you join our next
Analytical division annual general
meeting (AGM) and dinner in
Ottawa. Details will be
communicated in the analytical
symposium during the conference.
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FORMER STUDENT PROFILE: MEET Dr. Nicole Baryla
Title: Director, Alliance and Project Management
Company: Fight Against Cancer Innovation Trust
Undergraduate Institution: University of Manitoba
Graduate Institution: University of Alberta
PhD Supervisor: Prof. Charles Lucy
Favorite Memory of Graduate School:
I have many fond memories from grad school, but the friendly
and cohesive group of analytical chemistry students and my
extremely supportive PhD supervisor certainly stand out in my
mind.
Since many of the grad students had moved to Edmonton from elsewhere to pursue their PhD
(including myself), friendships were easily made and lab colleagues were like family… there was
always someone to discuss issues with, to hang out with on the weekend, or to
celebrate/commiserate with at the campus bar after a long week working in the lab.
I was also extremely fortunate to attend many conferences during graduate school. Not only did I
have the opportunity to meet other researchers and students at local, national and international
conferences, I also got to visit and explore some really great places in the world. Thank you to
Chuck Lucy for being so familiar with and encouraging me to apply for conference travel awards!
Hardest Thing After Graduating:
In the final year of my PhD program I decided that I wanted to pursue an industrial postdoctoral
fellowship after graduation. However, at the time, a career path outside of academia was
considered non-traditional and there was not a plethora of resources available to help me through
the process. I had to do my own homework to understand sources of funding and industrial
companies that may be interested in hiring a new PhD graduate as a postdoctoral fellow. I also
struggled with the fact that if I did decide on a future career in academia, it would be more
challenging to be considered for these positions down the road. I ended up securing a
postdoctoral fellowship at Eli Lilly Canada and I was excited to work in a corporate research
environment after all my years in a university setting.
Nicest Thing After Graduating:
It was a satisfying feeling to be offered a full time position at Eli Lilly Canada after only 1.5 years
as a postdoctoral fellow in the company. I knew that all the hard work in graduate school had paid
off.
How I Came to My Current Position:
After 8 years at Eli Lilly Canada, the R&D lab where I worked suffered the fate of many other
global pharmaceutical R&D groups, and was shut down. During my time in the pharmaceutical
industry, I learned the type of work that satisfied me and that I found most enjoyable. Specifically,
I excelled at project management, relationship building, cross-functional communication, and
implementation of tools to ensure projects were completed efficiently and promptly. In addition, I
had acquired all kinds of knowledge and skills that the ‘real world’ highly values and that could
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immediately apply to another field. I landed a program management role that suited me well, and I
began working at the Ontario Institute for Cancer Research (OICR) managing a multi-site, multimillion dollar research collaboration. My role at the OICR expanded to include commercialization
activities and directing the scientific operations of start-up companies that had spun out of the
institute. I then transitioned to my current role at Fight Against Cancer Innovation Trust (FACIT),
the business trust established by OICR to propel development and commercialization activities
related to oncology innovations in Ontario.
Best Career Advice I Ever Received:
Continually strive to learn new skills, take on new challenges, and learn what type of roles you find
most enjoyable. Expand your professional network and promote your transferable skills when the
opportunity arises. Never burn a bridge…as big as the community may seem, you never know
who will be your next boss!
Analytical Chemistry Students Should:
Never overlook the transferable skills that are learned during graduate school such as problem
solving, multi-tasking, research planning, and execution. Students should promote these skills
during networking events, on their CVs, and at job interviews.

If you have suggestions for candidates for “Former student profiles”, please send them to jf.masson@umontreal.ca
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MEET Dr. Patrick L. Hayes

FACULTY PROFILE:
Professor Patrick L. Hayes
Department of Chemistry
Université de Montréal
patrick.hayes@umontreal.ca
https://sites.google.com/site/hayesgroupatmontreal/home

Patrick L. Hayes received his B.A. at Oberlin College in 2004,
and his Ph.D. from Northwestern University in 2010, where he was an
ARCS Foundation scholar. He joined the group of Professor Jose L.
Jimenez at University of Colorado - Boulder in 2010 as a CIRES
Postdoctoral Fellow. In 2013, Professor Hayes joined the Department
of Chemistry at the Université de Montréal as an assistant professor of
analytical and environmental chemistry. His research is currently
funded by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada (NSERC), the Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI),
Environment Canada, as well as the Université de Montréal.
The Hayes Group uses laboratory, modeling, and field studies
Lower
to investigate diverse problems in the domains of geochemistry and
pH
atmospheric chemistry. One current project underway characterizes
the aggregation and macromolecular structure of surfactants at
mineral/water interfaces using advanced spectroscopic techniques.
This research project is motivated by the need to understand the
properties of surfactants used in enhanced oil recovery (e.g. hydraulic
fracturing). Surfactants are utilized in a variety of technologies ranging Contact angle of surfactant
from nanoparticle synthesis to household detergents and soaps due to, aqueous solutions on quartz.
in part, their propensity to bind to and change the properties of At certain surfactant coninterfaces. Similarly, surfactants bind to and modify mineral/water centrations, the wettability
increases with decreasing pH.
interfaces in reservoirs under environmental conditions that are
particular to enhanced oil recovery operations. For example, surfactant
adsorption can create interfaces that are relatively hydrophobic at high pH values which would
facilitate the flow of hydrocarbons through a reservoir and thus oil and gas production. The Hayes
Group utilizes several different optical and spectroscopic techniques to characterize surfactants
directly at mineral/water interfaces such as sum frequency generation spectroscopy and total
internal reflection Raman spectroscopy.
The Hayes Group is also modeling the formation and chemical evolution of secondary
organic aerosol (SOA) in the atmosphere using field measurements as a point of comparison.
Atmospheric aerosol, or particulate matter, is one of the most common pollutants responsible for
poor air quality, and it is composed of both inorganic and organic materials. Organic aerosol (OA)
can either be emitted directly into the atmosphere, known as primary organic aerosol (POA), or
formed by oxidation of gaseous precursors such as toluene, known as secondary organic aerosol
(SOA). Chemical models are being developed in the group to predict the properties of SOA
including its concentration, oxygen content, and volatility. These SOA models are currently being
compared against field measurements taken both in Los Angeles and Toronto. A goal of this work
is to provide a better predictive framework for SOA in urban regions, which is needed to reduce
uncertainties in air quality forecasts.
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Student Cover Art
by Matthew Edwards, University of Waterloo
A consumable-free thermal modulation system for GC x GC
Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GC x GC) is a separation technique that
offers an order of magnitude greater peak capacity than conventional gas chromatography
methods. We have developed a modulation interface for GC x GC that is consumable-free and
performs at par with commercially available devices. This image is a GC x GC separation of pump
diesel completed with the consumable-free device. Analytes have been separated by their volatility
(primary column) as well as their polarity (secondary column). The formation of peaks in to
columns representing various chemical classes allows for powerful target and group type analysis.
Matthew Edwards is a PhD candidate at the University of Waterloo. He obtained his BSc in
Biology from Nipissing University (North Bay, ON) under the supervision of Dr. Stephen Kariuki
and Dr. Mukund Jha. Matthew joined the research group of Dr. Tadeusz Górecki in 2010. His PhD
research is focused on advancing one-dimensional and two-dimensional separation techniques in
gas chromatography.

To have your work featured as the next
newsletter cover page, submit your
artwork to:
Dr. Jean-Francois Masson
jf.masson@umontreal.ca
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Have a suggestion or an item for the next
Student Newsletter? Let us know!
e-mail: jf.masson@umontreal.ca
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